A Test Report of Calibration and Distance Measurement Tool on Three Data Sets
Guanghan

This report shows the current performance of the Calibration and Distance measurement tool, which is tested on
two data sets from Tavis, and one data set from Jay.
The three data sets are diverse with different kinds of slope (including flat). The camera angle is set close to the
ones from the outside in the wild. It covers land from very far. This kind of data set is difficult because the farther
it is, the harder it gets to distinguish marks as they are getting very closer on the camera image. Therefore it
becomes more sensitive to human clicking error. The test result shows that even though the data sets are
challenging with farther marks very close on image and two of them with slope, the measurement is in
acceptable range.
1. Data
We have tested on three sets of data. The three data sets cover three common scenarios.
(1). Tavis's data 1:
The data can be downloaded from the link provided below:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/1eddx3b23qcq73y/AAA2krtv4xdGuc9_qih_BiBPa?dl=0
This data set is on a comparatively flat ground. The figure below describes the data set one from Tavis.
The numbers indicate the places where a pole calibration picture is taken. The lines are where the distances are
measured with the tool. We are measuring these distances because the grass is high and only with the
corresponding pole picture, can we click on the right place of the ground.

(Fig. 1. Data set one description)

(2). Tavis's data 2:
The data can be downloaded from this link below:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/y9zzvsi6ijaxlkv/AABZ3P0A22-DS79Ik1PMFHmXa?dl=0
This data set is on a slope. The slope is from left to right, where ground on the right side of the pole calibration
pictures are higher.
The figure below describes the data set in a similar way from the first data set.

(Fig. 2. Data set two description)

(3). Jay's data outdoor:
Here is the link to Jay’s data.
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cd32vkwvvdm5ogx/AABafxFcsAqWBJw4KhW8LYnEa?dl=0
This data set is also on a slope. Unlike the second set of data, this slope faces the camera. There are certain
places with pit and pump, but generally speaking, the farther it is, the higher the ground gets. There is a slight
slope from left to right as well.

(Fig. 3. Data set three description)

Below is some detailed description of the third data set.
(a). Line Parameters

(b). Site Parameters: Marker Heights

(c). Site Parameters: Marker Positions

2. The tool can be downloaded at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/i821lei6mz3db6v/AADw2jk60BmgGf9zbdaDXzEia?dl=0

3. Results
(1). Tavis's data 1:

Calibration Result:

(Fig. 4. Data set one: Calibration Result)
This figure shows the predicted pole-ground contact places. The measurement will depend on a model which
takes in these data.

Test Result:

(Fig. 5. Data set one: Distance Measurement Result)
The Mark numbers in the above figure come from corresponding data set description figure.

(Fig. 6. Data set one: Distance Measurement Result Corresponding Test Screen)
For the last distance measurement, I clicked the wrong place, so I did it again. This is a common mistake. We
should click the pole-ground contact position(which usually cannot be seen because of the grass). We should
NOT click the position shown on the above image Figure 6(The red circle). Instead, we should click on the
position in the figure 7, which is almost a strip width lower.

(Fig. 7. Data set one: Distance Measurement Result Corresponding Test Screen, appendix)

(2). Tavis's data 2:
Calibration Result:

(Fig. 8. Data set two: Calibration Result)

Test Result:

(Fig. 9. Data set two: Distance Measurement Result, First Test)

(Fig. 10. Data set two: Distance Measurement Result Corresponding Test Screen, First Test)

(Fig. 11. Data set two: Distance Measurement Result, Second Test)

(Fig. 12. Data set two: Distance Measurement Result Corresponding Test Screen, Second Test)

Looking at the relationship between the precision and the distance from the Mark to the camera, we found for
this data set, the farther it is, the more sensitive it becomes for the user to do the test. Because the small
distance on the image mean larger errors. The two figures show that as the mark-to-camera distance gets
greater, the precision could jump up and down quickly, which means it becomes more sensitive.

(Fig. 13. Data set two: precision and distance relationship, First Test)

(Fig. 14. Data set two: precision and distance relationship, Second Test)

(3). Jay's data outdoor:
The previous two data sets come with comparatively less pole calibration images. With similar pole calibration
images, the second data set is of average precision 0.72, lower than the first data set, whose average precision is
0.76. This shows that the slope seems to make a test harder.

However, the test on data set 3 shows that, with more pole calibration images, we can better calibrate the scene,
which will more precisely render the measurement distances. The data set 3 is with a slope as well, mainly from
near to far, and slightly from left to right. In this data set, we measure very far distances, and we measure much
more distances than the previous two data sets. The average precision of this data set however, is 0.82, higher
than both data set 1 and data set 2.

Calibration Result:

(Fig. 15. Data set three: Calibration Result)

Test Result:

First test:

(Fig. 16. Data set three: Distance Measurement Result, First Test)

(Fig. 17. Data set three: Distance Measurement Result Corresponding Test Screen, First Test)

The second test.

(Fig. 18. Data set three: Distance Measurement Result, Second Test)

(Fig. 19. Data set three: Distance Measurement Result Corresponding Test Screen, Second Test)

In conclusion, the calibration and distance measurement tool provides acceptable result to diverse data sets. It
can deal with slight slopes. In order to gain better results, it is very important to use more poles for calibration.
As the mark goes farther from the camera, the measurement error becomes more sensitive to the deviation of
human input.

